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Abstract: Suppose G is a finite group. The generating graph Γ(G) is a graph whose vertices are the non-

identity elements of G and two distinct vertices are connected by an edge if and only if they generate G.

Some generation problems of finite simple groups can be translated into the generating graph.

The most important difficulty in generating graph is its order that is usually large, at least when

we work by simple groups. In this paper, a quotient graph Λ(G) of Γ(G) is considered into account. This

quotient graph has order κ(G)−1, where κ(G) denotes the number of conjugacy classes. Some old problems

in computational group theory can be translated into this new graph.
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1 Introduction

LetG be a finite group and nX be a conjugacy class

of elements of order n in G. Following Woldar [6],

the group G is said to be nX−complementary

generated if, for any arbitrary non−identity el-

ement x ∈ G, there exists a y ∈ nX such

that G =< x, y >. The element y = y(x) for

which G =< x, y > is called complementary.

If there exist x ∈ lX, y ∈ mY and z ∈ nZ

such that xy = z and G =< x, y > then the

group G is said to be (lX,mY, nZ)−generated.

A group G is called (l,m, n)−generated, if these

exist conjugacy classes lX, mY and nZ such

that G is (lX,mY, nZ)−generated. If G is

(l,m, n)−generated, then we can see that for

any permutation π of S3, the group G is also

((l)π, (m)π, (n)π)−generated. Therefore, we may

assume that l ≤ m ≤ n. It is well-known that

if G is a non−abelain finite simple group and

G is (l,m, n)-generated, then either G ∼= A5 or
1
l + 1

m + 1
n < 1. Thus, for a given non−abelian

simple group G and divisors l,m, n of |G| such

that 1
l + 1

m + 1
n < 1, it is natural to ask if G is

a (l,m, n)−generated group.

Suppose G is a non-abelian finite simple

group. Moori [4], posed the problem of finding all

triples (l,m, n) such that G is (l,m, n)−generated.

He and some of his students computed all

2−generations of the Janko groups J1, J2, J3 and

J4. We refer the interested readers to [3] for the
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motivation of this study and for more information

on this topic.

Suppose lX,mY and nZ are conjugacy

classes of G. The cardinality of the set Λ =

{(x, y)|xy = z}, x ∈ lX, y ∈ mY and z is a fixed

element of the conjugacy class nZ, is denoted by

∆(G) = ∆(lX,mY, nZ). This number is called the

structure constant of G in the classes lX,mY and

nZ. We also define ∆⋆(G) = ∆⋆
G(lX,mY, nZ) and

Σ(H1 ∪ H2 ∪ · · · ∪ Hr) to be the number of pairs

(x, y) ∈ Λ such that G = ⟨x, y⟩ and ⟨x, y⟩ ⊆ Hi (for

some 1 ≤ i ≤ r), respectively. The number of pairs

(x, y) ∈ Λ generating a subgroup H of G will be

given by Σ⋆(H) and the centralizer of a represen-

tative of lX will be denoted by CG(lX). A general

conjugacy class of a subgroupH of G with elements

of order n will be denoted by nx.

It is clear that if ∆⋆(G) > 0, then G is

(lX,mY, nZ)−generated. In this case, the triple

(lX,mY, nZ) is called a generating triple for G.

The number of conjugates of a given subgroup H of

G containing a fix element z is given by χNG(H)(z),

where χNG(H) is the permutation character of G

with action on the conjugates of H. We will cal-

culate this value from the fusion map from NG(H)

into G stored in GAP [5].

Suppose G is a finite group. The generating

graph Γ(G) is a graph whose vertices are the non-

identity elements of G and two distinct vertices are

connected by an edge if and only if they generate

G. Some generation type problems of finite simple

groups can be translated into the generating graph.

Suppose ∆ is a graph and π is a partition of

V (∆). Define ∆(G) to be a graph that its vertices

are parts of π. Two elements A and B of π are adja-

cent if and only if there are x ∈ A, y ∈ B such that

xy ∈ E(∆). The q−generating graph of a group

G is a graph with non-identity conjugacy classes as

vertex set, and two non-identity conjugacy classes

A,B ∈ X are adjacent if and only if there are a ∈ A

and b ∈ B such that G = ⟨a, b⟩. This graph is de-

noted by q−Γ(G). It is easy to see that q−Γ(G) is

a quotient graph of Γ(G) by considering conjugacy

relation on non-identity elements of G.

2 Main Results

Suppose that G is a finite group. It is easy to prove

that Γ(G) is an empty graph if and only if G is not

2−generated. On the other hand, if G is not cyclic

then all the elements of the Frattini subgroup ϕ(G)

are isolated vertices. So, it is enough to restrict our

attention to finite 2−generated groups. Crestani

and Lucchini [2, Theorem 1] if G is a 2−generated

finite soluble group then the graph obtained by re-

moving the isolated vertices from the generating

graph of G is connected.

Breuer et al. [1], proved that any non-

abelian finite simple group G has a conjugacy class

C such that if x1, x2 are nontrivial elements of G,

then there exists y ∈ C such that G = ⟨x1, y⟩ =

⟨x2, y⟩. This implies that diameter of Γ(G) is at

most 2.

In this talk we first present some known

properties of generating graph and then then we

generalize some known properties of the generat-

ing graph to q−generating graph. Then we apply

techniques presented in Section 1 and some results

by Moori and Woldar to compute the q−generating

graph of some sporadic groups are computed. For

large sporadic groups B and M , in this time we

cannot say more. But for other sporadic groups,

we can prove that:

• The q−generating graph of a sporadic

group G is complete if and only if G ∼=
J1, J3, Th,O

′N ,

• The q−generating graph of a sporadic group

G is isomorphic to Kn − e, for some

n, if and only if G is isomorphic to

M11,M22,M23, J4, Ly and Ru,

• The q−generating graph of He and J4 is iso-

morphic to Kn − S2, for some n,
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• The q−generating graph ofM24 is isomorphic

to Kn − S3, for some n,

• The q−generating graph ofHN is isomorphic

to Kn − S4, for some n,

• The q−generating graph ofM12 is isomorphic

to Kn − H1, where H1 is a graph obtained

from S4 by joining an edge to a pendant ver-

tex,

• The q−generating graph of J2 is isomorphic

to Kn − H2, where H2 is a graph obtained

from S6 by adding two edges in such a way

that they are at distance two from each other.
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Abstract: There are several compactification procedures in topology, but there is only one standard dis-

cretization, namely replacing the original topology with a discrete topology. We give a notion of discretization

which is dual (in categorical sense) to compactification and give examples of discretizations. It is known

that a compactification corresponds to a unitization in the level of algebras of functions, here we investigate

the relation between discretization and co-unitization of the corresponding co-algebras of functions.
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1 Introduction

The notion of provability logic goes back essentially

to K. Gödel [3] in 1933, where he intended to inter-

pret the notion of provability in intuitionistic logic

by the modal operation □ in modal logic S4. He

defined a translation, or interpretation τ from a

propositional language to a modal language such

that

IPC ⊢ A =⇒ S4 ⊢ τ(A).

where IPC denotes intuitionistic propositional

logic.

Now the question is whether we can extend

this translation in such a way that the □ operator

captures the notion of proof in classical mathemat-

ics. Let us restrict our attention to the part of

mathematics known as Peano Arithmetic, PA. It

turned out that S4 is not a right candidate for in-

terpreting the notion of provability, since ¬□⊥ is

a theorem of S4, contradicting Gödel’s second in-

completeness Theorem (Peano Arthmetic, PA does

not prove its own consistency. We note that the re-

flection schema □A → A is an axiom of S4. By

interpreting provability in PA to □ operator,i.e.,

¬□⊥ ̸∈ PA.)

By works of Gödel, for each arithmetical sen-

tence A and sufficiently powerful theory T (like

PA), we can formalize the statement “there exists

a proof in T for A”, by a sentence of the language

of arithmetic, i.e. ∃xProvT (x, Ā), where Ā is the

code of A. By an interpretation here, we mean a

mapping ( )∗ from a modal language to the theory

T, such that

• p∗ is an arithmetical first-order sentence, for

any atomic variable p, and (⊥)∗ = ⊥,

• (A ◦B)∗ = A∗ ◦B∗, for ◦ ∈ {∨,∧,→},

• (□A)∗ := ∃xProvT (x, Ā∗).

∗Corresponding Author
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In 1976, R. Solovay [5] found the right modal

logic, in which the □ operator interprets the notion

of provability in PA. This modal logic is well-known

as the Gödel-Löb logic, GL has the following ax-

ioms and rules:

• all tautologies of classical propositional logic,

• □(A → B) → (□A → □B),

• □A → □□A,

• Löb’s axiom (L): □(□A → A) → □A,

• Necessitation Rule: A/□A,

• Modus ponens: (A,A → B)/B.

Theorem 1.1. [Solovay] For any sentence A in the

language of modal logic, GL ⊢ A if and only if for

all interpretations ( )∗, PA ⊢ A∗.

The question of generalizing Solovay’s result

from classical theories to intuitionistic ones, such

as the intuitionistic counterpart of PA, well-known

as Heyting Arithmetic, HA, proved to be remark-

ably difficult [2]. This problem was taken up by A.

Visser, D. de Jongh and their students. The prob-

lem of axiomatizing the provability logic of HA

remains a major open problem since the end of 70s

[2].

We introduce an axiomatization of a modal

logic MLσ and prove the following result which

partially answer the question.

We show that for any modal proposition

A which has no nested implication to the left

(TNNIL), A is in the Σ1-provability logic of HA,

iff iGL +CP ⊢ A, in which iGL is the intuition-

istic Gödel-Löb’s logic and CP is the completeness

principle B → □B. This in combination with the

results of [8], implies that the Σ1-provability logic

of HA is a decidable modal theory, which is called

here MLσ.

2 Definitions, conventions

and basic facts

The propositional non-modal language contains

atomic variables, ∨,∧,→,⊥ and the propositional

modal language is the propositional non-modal lan-

guage plus □. The logic IPC is intuitionistic

propositional non-modal logic over usual proposi-

tional non-modal language. The theory IPC□ is

the same theory IPC in the extended language of

propositional modal language, i.e. its language is

propositional modal language and its axioms and

rules are the same as the one in IPC. Because

we have no axioms for □ in IPC□, it is obvious

that □A for each A, behaves exactly like an atomic

variable inside IPC□.

Arithmetic

We use the same notations and definitions for Heyt-

ing Arithmetic HA as in [6]. The first-order lan-

guage of arithmetic contains three functions (suc-

cessor, addition and multiplication), one predicate

symbol and a constant: (S,+, ., <, 0). First-order

intuitionistic arithmetic (HA) is the theory over

intuitionistic predicate logic, IQC with the axioms:

Q1 S(x) ̸= 0,

Q2 S(x) = S(y) → x = y,

Q3 y = 0 ∨ ∃x S(x) = y,

Q4 x+ 0 = x,

Q5 x+ S(y) = S(x+ y),

Q6 x.0 = 0,

Q7 x.S(y) = (x.y) + x,

Q8 x < y∃z(x+ S(z) = y),

Ind: For each formula A(x):

Ind(A, x) := UC[A(0)∧∀x(A(x) → A(S(x)))] → ∀xA(x)]

In which UC(B) is the universal closure of B.
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Peano Arithmetic, PA has the same axioms of

HA over classical predicate logic, CQC. For a

set of sentences and rules Γ ∪ {A} in the propo-

sitional non-modal, propositional modal or first-

order language, Γ ⊢ A means that A is deriv-

able from Γ in the system IPC, IPC□, IQC, re-

spectively. For an arithmetical formula A, ⌜A⌝
represents the Gödel number of A. For an ar-

bitrary arithmetical theory T with a set of ∆0-

axioms, we have the ∆0-predicate ProvT (x, ⌜A⌝),
that is a formalization of “x is code of a proof for

A in T”. We also have the provability predicate

PrT (⌜A⌝) := ∃x ProvT (x, ⌜A⌝). The set of natural

numbers is denoted by ω := {0, 1, 2, . . .}.

Definition 2.1. Suppose T is a recursively enu-

merable (r.e.) arithmetical theory and σ is a func-

tion from atomic variables to arithmetical sen-

tences. We extend σ to all modal propositions A,

inductively:

• σT (A) := σ(A) for atomic A,

• σT distributes over ∧,∨,→,

• σT (A) := PrT (⌜σT (A)⌝).

We call σ a Σ1-substitution, if for every atomic A,

σ(A) is a Σ1-formula.

Definition 2.2. The provability logic of a suffi-

ciently strong theory, T is defined to be a modal

propositional theory PL(T) such that PL(T) ⊢ A

iff for all arithmetical substitutions σ, T ⊢ σT (A).

If we restrict the substitutions to Σ1-substitutions,

then the new modal theory is indicated by PLσ(T).

3 Definition of the theories

We define NOI (No Outside Implication) as the set

of modal propositions A, such that any occurrence

of → is in the scope of some □. To be able to

state an extension of Leivant’s Principle (that is ad-

equate to axiomatize Σ1-provability logic of HA),

we need a translation on the modal language which

we name the Leivant translation. We define it re-

cursively as follows:

• Al := A for atomic A, boxed A or A = ⊥.

• (A ∧B)l := Al ∧Bl.

• (A ∨B)l := (A1 ∧□Al) ∨ (B1 ∧□Bl).

• (A → B)l is defined by cases: If A ∈ NOI, we

define (A → B)l := A → Bl, otherwise we

define (A → B)l := A → B.

Definition 3.1. Minimal provability logic iGL, is

same as Gödel-Löb provability logic GL, without

the principle of excluded middle, i.e. it has the fol-

lowing axioms and rules:

• The Theorems of IPC□.

• □(A → B) → (□A → □B),

• □A → □□A,

• Löb’s axiom (L): □(□A → A) → □A,

• Necessitation Rule: A/□A,

• Modus ponens: (A,A → B)/B.

iK4 is iGL without Löb’s axiom. We list the fol-

lowing axiom schemas:

• the Completeness Principle: CP := A →
□A.

• Restricted Completeness Principle to atomic

formulae: CPa := p → □p, for atomic p.

• Leivant’s Principle: Le := □(B ∨ C) →
□(□B ∨ C).

• Extended Leivant’s Principle: Le+ := □A →
□Al.

We define theories LC := iGL + CP, LLe :=

iGL+ Le and LLe+ := iGL+ Le+ +CPa. Note

that in the presence of CP and modus ponens, the

necessitation rule is superfluous.
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The theory LC plays a crucial role in the

proof of completeness theorem for characterizing

the Σ1 provability logic of . Let us mention just two

important features of LC which would be helpful

for decidability of the Σ1-provability of :

Theorem 3.2. The theory LC is decidable.

Proof. The proof is by finite model property of LC.

See [1]

Theorem 3.3. LC is TNNIL-conservative over

LLe+, i.e. for each A ∈ TNNIL, if LC ⊢ A then

LLe+ ⊢ A. (The definition of TNNIL formulas

comes in next section)

Proof. See [1].

4 NNIL formulae and related

topics

The class of No Nested Implications to the Left,

NNIL formulae in a propositional language was

introduced in [7], and more explored in [8]. The

crucial result of [8] is providing an algorithm that as

input, receives a non-modal proposition A and re-

turns its bestNNIL approximation A∗ from below,

i.e., IPC ⊢ A∗ → A and for all NNIL formula B

such that IPC ⊢ B → A, we have IPC ⊢ B → A∗.

Example 4.1. (¬¬p)∗ = p and (¬¬p → p)∗ =

p ∨ ¬p.

The crucial idea (relevant to the Σ1-

provability logic) behind such approximation is

this:

For any Σ1-sentence A we have: “ If ⊢ ¬¬A then

⊢ A”. This statement is well-known as the Markov

Rule. Moreover this rule is formalizable in as

follows: ⊢ Pr
HA

(⌜¬¬A⌝) → Pr
HA

(⌜A⌝). This will

propose to us that □¬¬p → □p belongs to the Σ1-

provability logic of .

In the following, we explain an extension of

this algorithm to the modal language which is es-

sentially the same algorithm with these extra rules:

1. (□B)∗ := □(B∗), 2. Treat boxed propositions

like atomic variables.

To define the class of TNNIL modal propo-

sitions, first we need to define a complexity measure

ρ on modal propositions as follows:

• ρ(p) = ρ(⊥) = ρ(⊤) = 0, for an arbitrary

atomic variable p,

• ρ(□A) = ρ(A) if ρ(A) > 1 and ρ(□A) := 0 if

ρ(A) ≤ 1,

• ρ(A ∧B) = ρ(A ∨B) = max(ρA, ρB),

• ρ(A → B) = max(ρA+ 1, ρB),

Then TNNIL = {A | ρA ≤ 1}.

Now we introduce our candidate for the Σ1-

provability logic of HA:

MLσ := iGL+ Le+ +CPa + {□A ↔ □A∗},

where A is a modal propositional formula.

5 The Σ1-provability logic of

HA

In this section, we state our two main theorems.

The first one is the characterization of the Σ1-

provability logic of HA, and the second one is its

decidability. We are not going to prove them here.

Soundness

Theorem 5.1. MLσ is sound for Σ1-arithmetical

interpretations in HA, i.e. MLσ ⊆ PL(HA).

Proof. We must show that Σ-substitutions of all

axioms of MLσ hold in HA. For a proof that Σ-

substitution of axioms □A ↔ □A∗ hold in HA,

see [8], Theorem 10.2. The other axioms are well-

known or obvious, except for the Extended Leivant
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Principle. The proof of this part can be found in

[1].

Completeness

Theorem 5.2. The Σ1-arithmetical interpreta-

tions in HA are complete for MLσ, i.e.

PLσ(HA) ⊆ MLσ

Proof. See [1].

Although the theory MLσ sounds very com-

plicated and even its set of axioms (axiom schemas)

doesn’t sound to be decidable, we have:

Theorem 5.3. Σ1-provability logic of HA (MLσ)

is decidable.

Proof. Let A be a given modal proposition. We ex-

plain how to decide between MLσ ⊢ A or MLσ ⊬
A. First byTNNIL algorithm, computeA+. Then

we can decide LC ⊢ A+, see [1]. If LC ⊢ A+ , we

say ‘yes” to MLσ ⊢ A, and otherwise we say “no”

to MLσ ⊢ A.
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Abstract: We give an overview of the recent developments on the study of various types of derivations (such

as Jordan and Lie derivations) on certain (Banach) algebras. In the realm of Jordan derivations the standard

problem is to find out conditions under which a Jordan derivation is a derivation; while in the context of Lie

derivations the main problem is providing those conditions under which a Lie derivation is proper, that is,

can be decomposed into the sum of a derivation and a center-valued mapping. In this talk, we are mainly

dealing with the study of these problems on some variety of algebras, including trivial extensions, triangular

algebras, generalized matrix algebras and C∗−algebras.

Keywords: Jordan derivation; Lie derivation; trivial extension algebra; C∗−algebra; generalized matrix

algebra.

1 Introduction

1.1 Jordan Derivations

Let A be an algebra and let X be an A−module.

A linear mapping D : A → X is called a derivation

(resp. Jordan derivation) if D(ab) = D(a)b+aD(b)

(resp. D(a2) = D(a)a+ aD(a)) for all a, b ∈ A.

It is obvious that every derivation is a Jor-

dan derivation; however, the converse is not true,

in general; see for example [6]. In the context of

Jordan derivations, the main problem is to study

those conditions under which a Jordan derivation is

a derivation. It can be easily verified that a Jordan

derivation on a commutative 2−torsion free alge-

bra is automatically a derivation. Starting with

the results of Jacobson and Rickart [17], Herstein’s

[14] was the first one who gave the seminal re-

sult: every Jordan derivation on a 2−torsion free

prime ring is a derivation. Brešar [5] extended

Herstien’s result for 2-torsion free semiprime rings.

In the area of matrix-like algebras, the classical

result of Jacobson and Rickart [17] was the pio-

neer one. After that, many authors have made

essential contributions to the study of various

derivations on triangular algebras; see for exam-

ple [2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11, 12, 13, 27] and references

therein. In [6], Brešar showed that Jordan deriva-

tions are derivations on some substantial “piece”

of the algebra, that the wideness of this piece de-
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pends on the structures of certain commutators of

the involved algebra.

About the automatic continuity of Jordan deriva-

tions on Banach algebras, Sinclair [24] proved that

every continuous Jordan derivation from a semisim-

ple Banach algebra into itself is a derivation (see

also [9], in which the assumption of continuity

in Sinclair’s result was removed). This result is

no longer true for the continuous Jordan deriva-

tion from a semisimple Banach algebra A into a

Banach A−module. Nevertheless, Johnson [18]

showed that every continuous Jordan derivation

from a C∗−algebra A to a Banach A−module is a

derivation. Recently Peralta and Russo [23] have

proved that the assumption of continuity in John-

son’s result is superfluous; (see also the paper of

Alaminos et al. [1] for the case where A is ei-

ther a von Neumann algebra or a commutative

C∗−algebra).

1.2 Lie Derivations

LetX be an A−module. A linear mapping L : A →
X is called a Lie derivation if

L[a, b] = [L(a), b] + [a, L(b)] (a, b ∈ A),

where [·, ·] stands for the Lie bracket. Trivially ev-

ery derivation is a Lie derivation. If D : A → A is

a derivation and τ : A → Z(A)(:= the center of A)

is a linear map then D+τ is a Lie derivation on A if

and only if τ([a, b]) = 0, for all a, b ∈ A. Lie deriva-

tions of this form are called proper Lie derivations.

A problem that we are dealing with is studying

those conditions on an algebra such that every Lie

derivation on it is proper.

Martindale [19] was the first one who showed

that every Lie derivation on certain primitive ring

is proper. Cheung [7] initiated the study of vari-

ous mappings on triangular algebras; in particular,

he investigated the properness of Lie derivations

on triangular algebras; see also [8, 15]. The re-

sults of Cheung [8] on the properness of Lie deriva-

tions on triangular algebras have recently extended

by Du and Wang [10] for a generalized matrix al-

gebras. Recently, Wang [25] has studied the Lie

n−derivations on a unital algebra with a nontrivial

idempotent. In the area of Banach algebra, Math-

ieu and Villena [20] have elaborately shown that ev-

ery C∗−algebras has Lie derivation property; more

precisely, they proved that every Lie derivation on

a C∗−algebra can be uniquely decomposed into the

sum of a derivation and a centre-valued trace.

2 Results on Trivial Extension

Algebras

Let A be an algebra and let X be an A−module.

Then the direct product A×X under its usual pair-

wise addition, scalar product and the multiplica-

tion

(a, x)(b, y) = (ab, ax+yb), (a, b ∈ A,m, n ∈ X),

is an algebra called the trivial extension of A by X

and denoted by A⋉X. The class of trivial exten-

sions contains a wide variety of algebras includes a

triangular algebra Tri(A,X,B). Recall that a tri-

angular algebra Tri(A,X,B) is an algebra of the

form

Tri(A, X,B) =

{(
a x

0 b

)
|a ∈ A, x ∈ X, b ∈ B

}
,

whose algebra operations are just like 2×2−matrix

operations; where A and B are unital algebras and

X is an (A,B)−module. One can easily check

that Tri(A,X,B) is isomorphic to the trivial ex-

tension algebra (A ⊕ B) ⋉ X, where the algebra

A ⊕ B has its usual pairwise operations and X as

an (A ⊕ B)−module is equipped with the module

operations

(a, b)x = ax and x(a, b) = xb.

Trivial extensions are also known as a fer-

tile source of (counter-)examples in various situa-

tions in functional analysis. It should be remarked
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that in functional analysis literature this algebra

was termed module extension. If A is a Banach

algebra and X is a Banach A−module then the

trivial extension algebra A⋉X, equipped with the

ℓ1−norm, is a Banach algebra with many interest-

ing properties. Some aspects of the Banach algebra

A⋉X have been described in [3]. In [26] Zhang has

characterized certain continuous derivations on the

Banach algebra A ⋉ X from which he has served

A ⋉ X to answer some open questions in the the-

ory of n−weak amenability of Banach algebras.

From the cohomology point of view,

Hochschild has noticed that A ⋉X is correspond-

ing to the trivial element in the second cohomol-

ogy group of A with coefficients in M. This is

related to the fact that there is a correspondence

between derivations from A to X and the auto-

morphisms of A ⋉ X, [22]. Indeed, every deriva-

tion d : A → X corresponds to the automor-

phism (a, x) 7→ (a, d(a) + x) on A⋉X. Conversely,

any automorphism θ on A ⋉ X with the property

πA(θ(a, x)) = a induces the map a 7→ πX(θ(a, 0))

as a derivation from A to X; where πA and πX

are the natural projections from A ⋉ X to A and

X, respectively,[22]. This correspondence between

automorphisms and derivations has also many

byproducts in the study of derivations from an

algebra to various modules.

Ghahramani [13] has shown that under some

mild conditions, every Jordan derivation on A⋉X

is a derivation. Erfanian and the author [11] gave

characterizations of (Jordan) derivations on A⋉X.

The following example illustrates, in contrast to the

situation for triangular algebras [27], that a Jordan

derivation on a trivial extension algebra may not be

a derivation.

Example 2.1. Let A2 be the algebra of 2 × 2 up-

per triangular matrices on R. We consider R as

an A2−module equipped with the module operations

am = a22m and ma = ma11 (a ∈ A2,m ∈ R).
Then the map J : A2 ⋉ R −→ A2 ⋉ R defined by

J(a,m) = (0, a12) is a Jordan derivation that is not

a derivation.

Now we consider the case that the module

action on one side of X is trivial. We denote by X0

specifically the A−module with trivial right mod-

ule action. This trivial extension algebra has been

served cleverly for constructing certain counter-

examples in the theory of n−weak amenability; [26,

Example 7.5]. The next result is devoted to the

Jordan derivations on A⋉X0.

Theorem 2.2 ([11, Theorem 3.5]). Let A be a

unital algebra and let X be a unital left faith-

ful A−module. Then every Jordan derivation on

A⋉X0 is a derivation.

The following example demonstrates that

A⋉X may not have the Lie derivation property.

Example 2.3. Let A be an algebra without Lie

derivation property and LA be a non-proper Lie

derivation on A. Let X be an A−module such that

pxq = x for some nontrivial idempotent p ∈ A and

[LA(a), x] = 0, for all a ∈ A, x ∈ X. Then

L(a, x) = (LA(a), 0), (a, x) ∈ A⋉X,

is a non-proper Lie derivation on A⋉X.

We quote the next results from Mokhtari,

Moafian and the author [21] concerning the proper-

ness of Lie derivations on A⋉X.

Theorem 2.4. Let A be a 2-torsion free unital al-

gebra and X be a 2-torsion free A−module. Sup-

pose that p is a nontrivial idempotent in A such

that pxq = x for all x ∈ X. If every Lie derivation

on A is proper, WpAp = pAp and WqAq = qAq,

then every Lie derivation on A⋉X is proper.

Theorem 2.5. Let A be a 2-torsion free unital al-

gebra and X be a 2-torsion free A−module. Sup-

pose that p is a nontrivial idempotent in A such

that pxq = x for all x ∈ X. Then every Lie deriva-

tion on A⋉X is proper if the following conditions

hold.

(a) Z(pAp) = πpAp(Z(A ⋉ X)), Z(qAq) =

πqAq(Z(A⋉X)) and X is loyal;
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(b) either Z(pAp) or Z(qAq) is a field if

pAqAp ̸= 0.

3 Concluding Remark

At the end of talk we combine the current results

on a trivial extension algebra with some character-

izations of Lie and Jordan derivations on a Gener-

alized Matrix Algebra, which reflect some interac-

tions between the algebraic theory of these phe-

nomena and the corresponding notions in func-

tional analysis.
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Abstract 

In this talk we discuss the relations between algebras and logics. By algebras we mean universal 

algebras which are nonempty sets equipped with some n-ary  (n=0,1,2,…) operators. By Non-

classical logics we mean logics that are somehow (in languages, axioms, or inference rules) 

different from classical (mathematical) logic. As Lindenbuum – Tarski algebras are built from 

classical logic and are Boolean algebras of classical logic, many non-classical logics have 

algebraic counterparts. For instance, Heyting algebras are for Intuitionistic logic and MV-

algebras are for Luckasiewich logic.  These kinds of logics are called “algebraizable logics” and 

their related algebras are called “logical algebras”. We will talk about these logics and algebras. 

They are connected by a bridge called “algebraic logic”. This Interesting and useful branch in 

both logic and algebra is briefly mentioned. 
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Abstract: Mathematics has made contributions to many fields, such as physics, engineering, computer

science and economics. I will discuss applications of mathematics to health care. For many years, I have

held positions in a university (La Trobe University, Australia) and a hospital (Bendigo Health, Australia).

My role is to apply mathematics to problems that are important to the hospital. In this paper I will present

examples of projects in which I have been involved. These projects have led to contributions to health care,

research and teaching in the university. They illustrate the potential contributions of mathematics to society.

Keywords: Applied mathematics, probability, forecasting, queueing theory, epidemiology

1 INTRODUCTION

Mathematics can play an important role in health

care, especially in contributing to how health ser-

vices are delivered. In this paper I will illustrate

this thesis with examples from my experience of

working as a mathematician in a hospital.

2 PROBABILITY

There are many forms of cancer - breast cancer,

lung cancer, bowel cancer, prostate cancer to name

a few, and there are sub-classifications even in these

cancers. Cancer refers to a group of diseases that

are classified according to the International Classi-

fication of Diseases.

Sometimes we find cancer clusters. A can-

cer cluster is an unusually large number of cases of

cancer detected in a given place and a given time.

Let us consider a hypothetical example. We

might find that an unusually large number of teach-

ers in a school develop a particular cancer in a year

or two. This will cause great concern in the school

and the community. Why should so many teachers

at that school get cancer in such a short period of

time? Is there something in the environment that

has caused this?

Let us think about this as mathematicians.

It may be surprising that many teachers in a

particular school develop cancer in a short period

of time. The probability would be very small if we

considered only that school.

But if we think of all the schools in Australia,

then it is not surprising that this will happen in

some school.

Now it is true there might be some underly-

ing cause of this dreadful event. The matter must

be investigated carefully by the health authorities.

However, for the particular school concerned, it

might simply be a matter of chance.

This is an application of elementary proba-

bility theory, particularly the binomial distribution

[4]. However it is not easy to convey this message

to the community.
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3 OPERATIONS RESEARCH

Queues are everywhere. A particularly annoying

feature of modern life is the telephone queue. You

telephone a large organisation, there are many tele-

phone operators, and your call is placed in a queue.

Sometimes you have to wait a long time before

someone answers your call. With modern telephone

call centres, this is a major international business.

Queueing theory is a branch of mathematics

that studies waiting, queues and congestion. In-

deed the management of call centres is an impor-

tant application of modern queueing theory. For an

excellent introduction to queueing theory, see [3].

We also have queues in hospitals. Patients

have to wait for a bed to become available in the

hospital, because sometimes there are not enough

beds. Even though hospitals are very complex

places, queueing theory gives us a mathematical

approach to understanding these queues. Queue-

ing theory can be used to to estimate the number

of beds required for a particular part of the hospital

[2]. Furthermore, one could use queueing theory to

study congestion in other social services.

4 FORECASTING

Forecasting is an essential part of strategic plan-

ning. Thus, mathematical models play an impor-

tant role in in planning health services. In this sec-

tion, I describe two aspects of forecasting in health.

4.1 Emergency services

In an emergency medical situation, one goes to the

emergency department of the hospital. Patients

and hospitals do not like long delays in the emer-

gency department.

A visit to the emergency department is

called a “presentation”. Hospitals count presen-

tations rather than patients. One patient might

have many presentations, especially if the patient

is suffering from a chronic disease. Hospitals count

presentations because the number of presentations

measures workload.

Some colleagues and I were asked to develop

a model to forecast the number of presentations in

the emergency department at Bendigo Health. We

worked on this project for several years. The re-

search team consisted of doctors, nurses, computer

scientists and mathematicians.

We developed time series models to forecast

the number of presentations in the short term; our

forecasts were accompanied by prediction intervals.

This is a classic example of time series analysis.

It was surprising that when we reviewed the lit-

erature, there was hardly any published research

where time series analysis was used to study this

problem.

Our forecasts were quite good [1]. You can-

not predict an emergency . . . but you can predict

the pattern of emergencies coming to the hospital.

4.2 Prediction intervals

Predictions involve uncertainty. Every prediction

should be accompanied by a prediction interval

that indicates this level of uncertainty.

Instead of saying that “We expect that next

year there will be 2000 new cases of cancer in the

region” we should say “A 90% prediction interval

for the number of new cases is between 1800 and

2200”. This indicates the degree of uncertainty as-

sociated with the prediction.

A very wide prediction interval may result

from data that is fluctuating wildly, and it may not

be useful in practice. However, it indicates that one

ought to be careful in using it.

Often in health care reports, no prediction

interval is provided.

This leads to an interesting mathematical

problem. Traditionally statisticians use 90% pre-

diction intervals, or 95% prediction intervals, or

99% prediction intervals. What is so special about
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these numbers 90, 95, 99? In my opinion, this is

simply a matter of tradition. Of course we can cal-

culate prediction intervals for any coverage proba-

bility, but we tend to use only these three.

In this problem, one can use a branch of

mathematics known as decision theory. Every

forecasting problem has some purpose or objec-

tive. You develop a mathematical objective func-

tion that reflects your purpose in the forecasting

exercise, and then choose the coverage probability

that optimises that objective function.

This idea brings together several parts of

mathematics: decision theory, optimisation, and

statistics as shown in [9]. It illustrates that ap-

plying mathematics in health care can lead to in-

teresting problems in mathematics.

5 STATISTICS AND ETHICS

Research should be conducted in an ethical man-

ner, especially when human beings or animals are

involved. In Australia, there are national policies

governing the ethical conduct of research. Every

university and every major hospital has an ethics

committee that ensures that research is conducted

according to these policies. I have served on the

Human Research Ethics Committee at Bendigo

Health for several years.

What does mathematics have to do with

ethics? Let me give you one example. Suppose

that you are conducting a research project that in-

volves patients at the hospital. The project might

be something complex such as experimenting with

a new drug. It might be as simple as conducting a

survey of patients with a questionnaire.

How large should your sample be?

If the sample size is too small, then you

might not detect the change that you are trying

to assess. There will not be enough power in your

study. This will be a waste of time of everyone

involved. This is unethical. If the sample size is

too large, then again you are wasting the time of

patients, the researchers and the resources of the

hospital. This too is unethical.

Now there are mathematical formulas that

determine sample size. There are books on sam-

ple size calculations [8]. Often, the question “How

large should your sample be?” can be answered

with mathematics. Few researchers in health care

realise this important point.

We should keep this in mind when teaching

students about statistics at university. In [6], we

have described how ideas in ethics have been in-

corporated in teaching statistics to students at La

Trobe University. Experience in applying mathe-

matics in health care can contribute to teaching

statistics in the university.

6 CONCLUSIONS

I hope that my examples have shown you that

mathematics can play a role in the processes of pro-

viding health care. The leading role in health care

is carried by doctors, nurses and other clinicians.

However, mathematics has a role too, and most

health care professionals are not particularly good

at mathematics.

In fact there is now a field of research called

“health services research” which deals with improv-

ing the ways in which health care is provided to the

community. This field offers special opportunities

for mathematicians.

Statistics is part of mathematics. Many

mathematicians do not regard statistics as part of

mathematics. In my experience in the health care

industry, people do not see any difference between

between pure mathematics, applied mathematics

and statistics. To people outside our discipline, it

is all mathematics. In universities we should adopt

a similar point of view.

When I was an undergraduate, it was pos-

sible to study mathematics at university without

studying probability or statistics or computer sci-

ence. Given the importance of probability and
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statistics in modern applications, I suggest that all

mathematics students should also study probability

and statistics and computer science at some point

in their university course. These are essential for

applications in society in 2014.

Modern ideas in mathematics quickly find

applications. Consider, for example, the rise of

functional data analysis [7]. Pure mathematics

is essential for applications. To apply a statisti-

cal method, or understand an algorithm, I want

to understand the underlying mathematics. And

in 2014, the underlying mathematics can be quite

advanced. I constantly use my training in pure

mathematics. Students need good training in pure

mathematics to able to apply mathematics.

Finally, collaboration brings strength to any

project. Many health care professionals may be

suprised that mathematics can be so useful in deal-

ing with problems in health care. As mathemati-

cians, we are aware of the “unreasonable effective-

ness of mathematics” [5].
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Abstract 
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Abstract: In this plenary talk, multiobjective optimization is introduced and some recent problems in this

field are addressed. The talk is divided to two parts. The first part is introductory, devoted to prelimi-

naries and basic results. In the second part, some recent problems, concerning strongly proper efficiency,

approximate efficiency, optimization without topology, gap function, robustness, and optimality and duality

for nonsmooth problems, are discussed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Consider a general multiobjective optimization

(MOO) problem (in finite dimensional spaces) as:

(MOO) : min
x∈X

f(x).

The set of feasible solutions of (MOO) is X ⊆ Rn

and f : Rn −→ Rp is the objective function.

In fact, f(x) = (f1(x), f2(x), . . . , fp(x)) for each

x ∈ Rn.

There is usually no solution x ∈ X that si-

multaneously minimizes all p objective functions;

and the symbol “min” in (MOO) is generally un-

derstood as finding preferred points in Y := f(X)

and their pre-images in X. Here, the preferences

between objective function values are derived from

a binary relation on Rp which is usually defined by

a cone. The set C ⊆ Rp is a cone if [0,+∞)C ⊆ C.

Also, it is convex if C + C ⊆ C. A nonempty cone

C ⊆ Rp is called an ordering cone if it is convex

and Rp ̸= C ̸= {0}. A cone C is called pointed if

C∩(−C) = {0}. Hereafter, we assume that C ⊆ Rp

is a pointed ordering cone.

Definition 1. A feasible solution x̂ ∈ X is called an

efficient solution of (MOO) w.r.t the ordering cone

C if (f(x̂)− C) ∩ f(X) = {f(x̂)}.
Definition 2. Let int(C) ̸= ∅. A feasible solu-

tion x̂ ∈ X is called a weakly efficient solution

of (MOO) w.r.t the ordering cone C if
(
f(x̂) −

int(C)
)
∩ f(X) = ∅.

One of the most popular ordering cones is

the natural ordering cone defined as Rp
≥ = {x ∈

Rp | xi ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., p}.

From Definition 1, it can be seen that im-

provement of some objective function at an efficient

solution can only be obtained at the expense of the

deterioration of at least one other objective func-

tion.

The notion of proper efficiency plays a vi-

∗Corresponding Author
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tal role in multiobjective optimization [?, ?, ?, ?].

Properly efficient solutions are efficient solutions

in which the trade-off between any given objec-

tive function and some other objective function is

bounded above. In the following, Geoffrion’s defi-

nition of proper efficiency is given [?].

Definition 3. A feasible solution x̂ ∈ X is called

properly efficient solution of (MOO) w.r.t Rp
≥, if it

is efficient and there is a real number M > 0 such

that for all i ∈ {1, 2, ..., p} and x ∈ X satisfying

fi(x) < fi(x̂) there exists an index j ∈ {1, 2, ..., p}
such that fj(x) > fj(x̂) and

fi(x̂)− fi(x)

fj(x)− fj(x̂)
≤ M.

2 An application

There are many publications studying optimization

models, showing that a large number of biological

problems can be formulated as optimization prob-

lems [?, ?]. Here, we deal with the Closest String

Problem (CSP) which is a consensus string prob-

lem. Considering given a finite set of sequences, the

objective of the problem is to determine a new se-

quence that agrees with/differs from all of the given

sequences as much as possible. As an application,

in order to reduce the side effects of current drugs,

we need to find some structures that are as close

as possible to the corresponding drugs, while that

being as far as possible from the damaged tissues.

The above problems can be considered as string

comparison problems with multiple objectives.

Given a finite set of sequences
∑

=

{s1, s2, . . . , sn} on Ω in which si ∈ Ωm; i =

1, 2, . . . , n, we are going to determine a central

string t ∈ Ωm such that the distance between t and

all other sequences in
∑

is minimal. This prob-

lem is called as the closest string problem (CSP).

To this end, suppose that Vk is the set of char-

acters appearing in position k in the sequences in∑
= {s1, s2, . . . , sn}. Note that k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}

and Vk ⊆ Ω. For each k = 1, 2, . . . ,m and charac-

ter j ∈ Vk, we define the zero-one variable xjk as

follows:

xjk =

{
1, if tk = j

0, otherwise,

in which tk stands for the kth character of t.

A feasible string t∗ is an optimal string (a

solution string for CSP) when there is no other fea-

sible string better than t∗. This notion is very close

to the notion of efficient solution in multiobjective

optimization. Regarding this fact, CSP is defined

as finding a feasible string t∗ ∈ Ωm such that there

is no other feasible string, say t̄, such that

dH(t̄, si) ≤ dH(t∗, si), ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , n,

dH(t̄, si) < dH(t∗, si), ∃i = 1, 2, . . . , n,

where dH denotes the Hamming distance [?]. A

such solution string for CSP can be obtained by

solving the following zero-one multiobjective opti-

mization problem (see [?] for more detail):

min m−
m∑

k=1

xski k
; i = 1, 2, . . . , n

subject to∑
j∈Vk

xjk = 1 k = 1, 2, . . . ,m

xjk ∈ {0, 1} k = 1, 2, . . . ,m, j ∈ Vk.

3 Some basic problems

Let XE , XW and XP denote the sets of efficient,

weakly efficient, and properly efficient solutions

of (MOO), respectively. In this section, we list

some problems and issues which are well-known in

the literature. In the talk, some discussions about

these issues will be presented. See worthwhile text-

books [?, ?, ?, ?, ?] for more detail.

¶ Existence: Under what conditions XE (XW and

XP ) is nonempty?

¶ Bounds on XE : Obtaining Nadir and Ideal

points.

¶ Pareto reducibility: Representing the (Pareto)
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efficient (weak efficient) set with respect to the effi-

cient (weak efficient) solutions of the subproblems

obtained by reducing the objective functions.

¶ Proper efficiency: Defining this notion in dif-

ferent senses and investigating the relationships

between them.

¶ Scalarization: Converting (MOO) to a single-

objective optimization problem (SOP) and obtain-

ing (weak/proper) efficient solutions of (MOO) by

solving (SOP).

¶ Getting sufficient conditions for emptiness of XE

(XW and XP ) utilizing SOP problems.

¶ Getting sufficient conditions for connectedness of

XE (XW and XP ).

4 Some recent problems

In this section, some problems are addressed which

have been studied by our group in recent years.

These problems will be discussed in more detail in

the oral presentation.

¶ Studying the gap function for (MOO) problem;

¶ Connections between nonlinear MOO problems

and linear semi-infinite MOO problems;

¶ Robustness and sensitivity analysis in multiob-

jective optimization;

¶ Strongly proper efficient solutions (the solutions

whose all trade-offs are bounded): Defining and

characterizing;

¶ Charaterzing proper efficient solutions utilizing

weak efficient solutions.

¶ Nonsmooth problems in infinite-dimensional

spaces: Obtaining FJ- (KKT-) type optimality

conditions for (weak/proper) efficient solutions of

nonsmooth (MOO) in Banach (resp. Asplund)

spaces using Clarke (resp. Mordukhovich) subdif-

ferential;

¶ Nonsmooth problems: Obtaining duality results

for nonsmooth (MOO) in Banach (resp. Asplund)

spaces using Clarke (resp. Mordukhovich) subdif-

ferential;

¶ Nonsmooth problems: Optimality conditions and

duality results for nonsmooth (MOO) in Hilbert

spaces;

¶ Defining and characterizing approximate

(weak/proper) efficinet solutions;

¶ Multiobjective optimization under linear vector

spaces (without any particular topology);

¶ Multiobjective optimization with nonsolid order-

ing cone (intC = ∅);
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Abstract 

In 1990, in Greece, I organized a congress on hyperstructures, that is the algebraic 

structures equipped with at least one multivalued operation, which I first named AHA. 

During this congress, it was a happy coincidence for me to introduce the concept of the 

weak hyperstructures which are now named Hv-structures. Over the last 25 years this 

class of hyperstructure, which is the largest, has been studied from several aspects as 

well as in connection with many other topics of mathematics. The topics of fuzzy and 

Hv-structures seem to have a large variety of common interests. In my talks I would like 

to present some results, problems and applications on Hv-structures on which I worked.  

Some basic definitions:   

Hyperstructures are called the algebraic 

structures equipped with at least one 

hyperoperation (abbreviation: 

hyperoperation=hope). The weak 

hyperstructures were introduced in 

1990, they are called Hv-structures and 

are defined as follows: In a set H 

equipped with a hope : HHP(H), 

we abbreviate by WASS the weak 

associativity: (xy)zx(yz), 

x,y,zH and by COW the weak 

commutativity: xyyx, x,yH.  

The hyperstructure (H,) is called Hv-

semigroup if it is WASS, is called Hv-

group if it is reproductive Hv-

semigroup: xH=Hx=H, xH. (R,+,) 

is called Hv-ring if (+) and () are WASS, 

the reproduction axiom is valid for (+) 

and () is weak distributive with respect 

to (+):  x(y+z)(xy+xz), 

(x+y)z(xz+yz), x,y,zR.  

 The fundamental relations β* 

and γ* are defined, in Hv-groups and Hv-

rings, respectively, as the smallest 

equivalences so that the quotient would 

be group and ring, respectively. The way 

to find the fundamental classes is given 

by analogous theorems to:  

Theorem. Let (H,) be Hv-group and let 

us denote by U the set of all finite 

products of elements of H. We define 

the relation β in H as follows:  xβy iff 

{x,y}u  where  uU. Then the 

fundamental relation β* is the transitive 

closure of the relation β. 

 An element is called single if its 

fundamental class is a singleton. 

Motivation for Hv-structures: 

The quotient of a group with respect to 

an invariant subgroup is a group.  

F. Marty states that, the quotient of a 

group by any subgroup is a hypergroup.  

Now, the quotient of a group with 

respect to any partition is an Hv-group. 

Definition. Let (H,), (H,) be Hv-

semigroups defined on the same H. () is 

smaller than (), and () greater than (), 

iff there exists automorphism 

fAut(H,) such that   xyf(xy), 

xH. Then (H,) contains (H,) and 

write  . If (H,) is a structure, then it 

is basic and (H,) is an Hb-structure. 

The Little Theorem. Greater hopes of 

the ones which are WASS or COW, are 

also WASS and COW, respectively. 
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 The fundamental relations are 

used for general definitions of 

hyperstructures.  Thus, to define the 

general Hv-field one uses the 

fundamental relation γ*:  The Hv-ring 

(R,+,)  is called  Hv-field  if the quotient  

R/γ*  is a field. 

The uniting elements method is 

described as follows: Let G be algebraic 

structure and d be a property, which is 

not valid. Suppose that d is described by 

a set of equations; then, consider the 

partition in G for which it is put 

together, in the same partition class, 

every pair of elements that causes the 

non-validity of the property d. The 

quotient by this partition G/d is Hv-

structure. Then, quotient out the Hv-

structure G/d by the fundamental 

relation β*, a stricter structure (G/d)β* 

for which the property d is valid, is 

obtained. 

 An interesting application of the 

uniting elements is when more than one 

properties are desired. The reason for 

this is some of the properties lead 

straighter to the classes than others. 

Therefore, it is better to apply the 

straightforward classes followed by the 

more complicated ones. The 

commutativity is one of the easy 

applicable properties. Moreover it is 

clear that the reproductivity property is 

also easily applicable. One can do this 

because the following is valid. 

Theorem. Let (G,) be groupoid, and 

F={f1,…,fm,fm+1,…,fm+n} be a system of 

equations on G consisting of two 

subsystems  Fm={f1,…,fm} and  

Fn={fm+1,…, fm+n}.  Let σ, σm be the 

equivalence relations defined by the 

uniting elements procedure using the 

systems F and Fm respectively, and let σn 

be the equivalence relation defined 

using the induced equations of Fn on the 

grupoid   Gm= (G/σm)/β*.  Then  

(G/σ)/β*    (Gm/σn)/β*.  i.e. the 

following diagram is commutative 

         ρm  

     φm 

      G           G/σm

             Gm  

 

   ρ   

    ρn 

 

    G/σ   

       Gm/σn 

 

  φ   

    φn   

              

          ( G/σ )/β*  

  ( Gm/σn )/β*. 

 

Definition. Let (G,) be groupoid, then 

for all P such that  PG, define the 

following hopes called P-hopes: 

x,yG 

P: xPy= (xP)yx(Py),  Pr: xPry= 

(xy)Px(yP),  Pl: xPly= (Px)yP(xy). 

The (G,P), (G,Pr), (G,Pl) are called P-

hyperstructures. The most usual case is 

if (G,) is semigroup, then 

xPy=(xP)yx(Py)=xPy, and (G,P) is a 

semihypergroup.   

Definitions. Let (G,) be groupoid (resp., 

hypergroupoid) and f:GG be a map. 

We define a hope (), called theta-hope 

or simply -hope, on G as follows 

xy = {f(x)y, xf(y)}, x,yG. (resp. 

xy = (f(x)y)(xf(y), x,yG) 

If () is commutative then () is 

commutative. If () is COW, then () is 

COW . 

Let (G,) be groupoid (resp. 

hypergroupoid) and f:GP(G)-{} be 

multivalued map. We define , on G as 

follows  xy = (f(x)y)(xf(y), x,yG. 
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Definitions. Let (R,+,) be an Hv-ring, 

(M,+) be COW Hv-group and there 

exists an external hope  : 

RMP(M): (a,x)ax  such that, 

a,bR, x,yM we have 

a(x+y)(ax+ay),  

(a+b)x(ax+bx),  (ab)xa(bx), 

then M is called an Hv-module over F. 

In the case of an Hv-field F instead of an 

Hv-ring R, then the Hv-vector space is 

defined. 

 In the above cases the 

fundamental relation ε* is defined to be 

the smallest equivalence relation such 

that the quotient M/ε* is a module 

(resp. vector space) over the 

fundamental ring R/γ* (resp. 

fundamental field F/γ*).  

Definition. Let (L,+) be Hv-vector space 

over the field (F,+,), φ:FF/γ*, the 

canonical map and ωF={xF: φ(x)=0}, 

where 0 is the zero of the field F/γ*. 

Similarly, let ωL be the core of the 

canonical map φ:LL/ε* and denote 

by the same 0 the zero of L/ε*. Consider 

the bracket (commutator) hope:  [ , ] : 

LLP(L): (x,y)[x,y],  then L is an 

Hv-Lie algebra over F if the following 

axioms are satisfied: 

(L1)  The bracket hope is bilinear, i.e. 

 [λ1x1+λ2x2,y](λ1[x1,y]+λ2[x2,y]

)    

 [x,λ1y1+λ2y](λ1[x,y1]+λ2[x,y2]) 

 ,    x,x1,x2,y,y1,y2L and λ1,λ2F 

(L2)  [x,x]ωL  ,  xL 

(L3) 

 ([x,[y,z]]+[y,[z,x]]+[z,[x,y]])ω

L  ,  x,yL 
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Abstract 

In the theory of representations we have the following:  Let G be a group and V be finite 

dimensional vector space over the field F. Representation (abbr. representation=rep) of 

G is a homomorphism ρ:GAut(V) of G into the automorphisms of V. Analogously: 

Let L be a Lie algebra then a rep of L is a homomorphism ρ:Lgl(V), from L into 

linear transformations on V over F. Since there exists 1-1 correspondence on the sets of 

all endomorphisms with nn matrices, where n=dimV, any rep corresponds to each 

element, of a finite group, a matrix, and this set of matrices acts exactly as the group. 

The two steps in rep theory: first, by the Cayley’s theorem every group has a faithful rep 

by permutations. Second, every permutation group of order n can be represented by nn 

monomial matrices. The above reps are not useful since the matrices are of type nn. 

Thus, the main attempt is to reduce the dimension of reps finding the irreducible reps.  

The corresponding theory on 

hyperstructures is the rep theory of Hv-

groups by Hv-matrices. On the way to 

reach this target one needs Hv-groups, 

Hv-rings, Hv-matrices and many other 

structures. Basic definitions are the 

following:  

Hyperstructures are called the structures 

equipped with at least one 

hyperoperation (hope). The weak 

hyperstructures, called Hv-structures, 

are defined as follows: In a set with a 

hope : HHP(H), abbr. by WASS the 

weak associativity: (xy)zx(yz), 

x,y,zH, by COW the weak 

commutativity: xyyx, x,yH. 

(H,) is an Hv-semigroup if it is WASS, is 

an Hv-group if it is reproductive Hv-

semigroup: xH=Hx=H, xH. (R,+,) is 

Hv-ring if (+) and () are WASS, the 

reproduction axiom is valid for (+) and 

() is weak distributive to (+):  

x(y+z)(xy+xz), 

(x+y)z(xz+yz), x,y,zR. An Hv-

structure is very thin iff all hopes are 

operations except one, with all 

hyperproducts singletons except only 

one, which is a subset with cardinality 

more than one. The fundamental 

relations β* and γ* are defined, in Hv-

groups and Hv-rings, respectively, as the 

smallest equivalences so that the 

quotient would be group and ring, 

respectively. An element is called single 

if its fundamental class is a singleton. 

The fundamental relations are used for 

general definitions of hyperstructures. 

Thus, to define the general Hv-field we 

use the fundamental relation γ*:  The 

Hv-ring (R,+,) is an Hv-field if the 

quotient R/γ* is a field. 

Let (H,), (H,) be Hv-semigroups 

defined on the same H. () is smaller 

than (), and () greater than (), iff 

there exists automorphism fAut(H,) 

such that   xyf(xy), xH. Then 

(H,) contains (H,) and write  . If 

(H,) is a structure, then it is basic and 

(H,) is an Hb-structure. The Little 

Theorem: Greater hopes of the ones 

which are WASS or COW, are also WASS 

and COW, respectively. 
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Definitions. Let (R,+,) be an Hv-ring, 

(M,+) be COW Hv-group and there 

exists an external hope  : RMP(M): 

(a,x)ax  such that, a,bR, x,yM 

we have 

a(x+y)(ax+ay),  

(a+b)x(ax+bx),  (ab)xa(bx), 

then M is called an Hv-module over F. 

In the case of an Hv-field F instead of an 

Hv-ring R, then the Hv-vector space is 

defined. 

 In the above cases the 

fundamental relation ε* is defined to be 

the smallest equivalence relation such 

that the quotient M/ε* is a module 

(resp. vector space) over the 

fundamental ring R/γ* (resp. 

fundamental field F/γ*).  

Let (H,) be a hypergroupoid. We 

remove hH, if we consider the 

restriction of () on H-{h}.  hH 

absorbs hH if we replace h by h. hH 

merges with hH, if we take as product 

of xH by h, the union of the results of 

x with both h and h, and consider h and 

h as one class, with representative h.   

Reps of Hv-groups, can be 

considered either by generalized 

permutations or by Hv-matrices. We 

present the Hv-matrix rep problem: 

Definitions. Hv-matrix is called a matrix 

with entries elements of an Hv-ring or 

Hv-field. The hyperproduct of two Hv-

matrices (aij) and (bij), of type mn and 

nr respectively, is defined, in the usual 

manner, and it is a set of mr Hv-

matrices. The sum of products of 

elements of the Hv-ring is the union of 

the sets obtained with all possible 

parentheses put on them, called n-ary 

circle hope on the hyperaddition [18]. 

The hyperproduct of Hv-matrices does 

not nessesarily satisfy WASS. 

The problem of the Hv-matrix 

representations is the following: 

Let (H,) be Hv-group. Find an Hv-ring 

(R,+,), a set  MR={(aij)aijR} and a 

map     

T: HMR: hT(h)  such that  

T(h1h2)T(h1)T(h2), h1,h2H. 

The map T is called Hv-matrix rep.    

If the T(h1h2)T(h1)(h2), h1,h2H is 

valid, then T is called inclusion rep. If   

T(h1h2)=T(h1)(h2)={T(h)hh1h2}, 

h1,h2H, then T is a good rep and an 

induced rep for the hypergroup algebra 

is obtained. If T is 1:1 and good then it 

is a faithful rep. 

 The problem of reps is 

complicated because the cardinality of 

the product of Hv-matrices is very big. 

But it can be simplified in special cases 

such as the following: 

(a) The Hv-matrices are over Hv-rings 

with 0 and 1 and if these are scalars.  

(b) The Hv-matrices are over very thin 

Hv-rings. 

(c) The case of 22 Hv-matrices, since 

the circle hope coincides with the 

hyperaddition. 

(d) The case of Hv-rings in which the 

strong associativity in hyperaddition 

is valid.  

(e) The case of Hv-rings which contains 

singles, then these act as absorbings.  

Theorem. A necessary condition in 

order to have an inclusion rep T of an 

Hv-group (H,) by nn Hv-matrices over 

the Hv-ring (R,+,) is the following: 

For all classes β*(x), xH there must 

exist elements aijH, i,j{1,...,n}  such 

that 

T(β*(a))  {A= (aij)aijγ*(aij), 

i,j{1,...,n}} 
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So every inclusion rep  T:HMR: 

aT(a)=(aij)  induces a homomorphic 

rep T* of the group H/β* over the ring 

R/γ* by setting  T*(β*(a))=[γ*(aij)], 

β*(a)H/β*,  where the γ*(aij)R/γ* 

is the ij entry of the matrix T*(β*(a)). 

Then T* is called fundamental induced 

rep of T. 

 Denote  trφ(T(x)) = γ*(T(xii)) the 

fundamental trace, then the mapping 

XT: HR/γ*: xXT (x)= trφ (T(x))= 

trT*(x) 

is called fundamental character. There 

are several types of traces. 

 We conclude with some open 

problems arising on the topic: 

Find standard Hv-rings and Hv-fields to 

represent all Hv-groups by Hv-matrices.  

Find reps by Hv-matrices over standard 

finite Hv-rings analogous to Zn.  

Study Hv-modules and Hv-vector spaces 

obtained by standard Hv-rings and Hv-

fields.  

Using matrices find a generalization of 

the ordinary multiplication of matrices. 

Find the ‘minimal’ hypermatrices 

corresponding to the minimal hopes. 
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Category Theory, End or Mean? 

Siyamak Yassemi 

Abstract: 

How much seriously should we take category theory? Since the early days of category theory this 

question has occasionally occupied many people in mathematics. The variety of numerous answers form a 

wide spectrum of opinions: for some mathematicians, category theory is – in the best case – merely a tool 

without importance or meaning. On the other hand, as some others put it, ‘it is principal for any modern-

minded-mathematician’. 

Usually, such basic questions do not have universally accepted answers. At least in this case, the answer – 

if there is one – has not been obtained yet. Maybe the search for the ultimate answer would be absurd, but 

it is definitely worth debating on and off. My talk would be mainly devoted to such discussion. In fact, 

while reviewing the historical development of category theory and its role in modern mathematics, we 

occasionally address our question: ‘end or mean?’ 
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What is algebraic combinatorics?

Rahim Zaare-Nahandi

University of Tehran

Abstract: Algebraic combinatorics is an area of mathematics that employs methods of abstract algebra,

notably group theory and representation theory, in various combinatorial contexts and, conversely, applies

combinatorial techniques to problems in algebra.

Through the early or mid-1990s, typical combinatorial objects of interest in algebraic combinatorics either

admitted a lot of symmetries (association schemes, strongly regular graphs, posets with a group action)

or possessed a rich algebraic structure, frequently of representation theoretic origin (symmetric functions,

Young tableaux). This period is reflected in the area 05E, Algebraic combinatorics, of the AMS Mathematics

Subject Classification, introduced in 1991.

However, within the last decade or so, algebraic combinatorics came to be seen more expansively as an

area of mathematics where the interaction of combinatorial and algebraic methods is particularly strong and

significant. Thus the combinatorial topics may be enumerative in nature or involve matroids, polytopes,

partially ordered sets, or finite geometries. On the algebraic side, besides group and representation theory,

lattice theory and commutative algebra are common. One of the fastest developing subfields within algebraic

combinatorics is combinatorial commutative algebra (see [1]).

On the other hand, as a closely related subject, algebraic graph theory is a branch of mathematics in which

algebraic methods are applied to problems about graphs. This is in contrast to geometric, combinatoric, or

algorithmic approaches. There are three main branches of algebraic graph theory, involving the use of linear

algebra, the use of group theory, and the study of graph invariants (see [2]).

Combinatorial commutative algebra is a relatively new, rapidly developing mathematical discipline. As

the name implies, it lies at the intersection of two more established fields, commutative algebra and com-

binatorics, and frequently uses methods of one to address problems arising in the other. Less obviously,

polyhedral geometry plays a significant role.

One of the milestones in the development of the subject was Richard Stanley’s 1975 proof of the Upper

Bound Conjecture for simplicial spheres, which was based on earlier work of Melvin Hochster and Gerald

Reisner. While the problem can be formulated purely in geometric terms, the methods of the proof drew on

commutative algebra techniques.

A signature theorem in combinatorial commutative algebra is the characterization of h-vectors of simplicial

polytopes conjectured in 1970 by Peter McMullen. Known as the g-theorem, it was proved in 1979 by

Stanley (necessity of the conditions, algebraic argument) and by Lou Billera and Carl W. Lee (sufficiency,

combinatorial and geometric construction). A major open question is the extension of this characterization

from simplicial polytopes to simplicial spheres, the g-conjecture (see [3]).

The talk is intended to review the stories above with more emphasize on combinatorial commutative algebra

and recent progress in this field.
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